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Abstract

In this paper we prove that, in a general geometric situation, the Coulomb gauged vector potential formulation of the eddy-current
problem for the time-harmonic Maxwell equations is well-posed, i.e., its solution exists and is unique. Moreover, a quasi-optimal error
estimate for its finite element approximation with nodal elements is proved. To illustrate the performances of the finite element algo-
rithm, some numerical results are also presented.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Let us consider a bounded connected open set X � R3,
with boundary oX. The unit outward normal vector on
oX will be denoted by n. We assume that X is split into
two parts, X ¼ XC [ XI, where XC (a non-homogeneous
non-isotropic conductor) and XI (a perfect insulator) are
open disjoint subsets, such that XC � X. For the sake of
simplicity, we also suppose that XI is connected (the gen-
eral case can be treated in a similar way, focusing on each
connected component of XI, but some modifications are
needed when the boundary of a connected component of
XI has empty intersection with oX).

We denote by C :¼ oXI \ oXC the interface between the
two subdomains; note that, in the present situation,
oXC = C and oXI = oX [ C. Moreover, we indicate by Cj,
j = 1, . . . ,pC, the connected components of C, and by

(oX)t, t = 0,1, . . . ,poX, the connected components of oX
(in particular, we have denoted by (oX)0 the external one).

In this paper we study the time-harmonic eddy-current

problem, in which the displacement current term oD
ot is

neglected, and the electric field E, the magnetic field H
and the applied current density Je are of the form

Eðt; xÞ ¼ Re½EðxÞ expðixtÞ�;
Hðt; xÞ ¼ Re½HðxÞ expðixtÞ�;
Jeðt; xÞ ¼ Re½JeðxÞ expðixtÞ�;

where x 5 0 is a given angular frequency (see, e.g., [8, p.
219]).

The constitutive relation B ¼ lH (where l is the mag-
netic permeability coefficient) is assumed to hold, as well
as the (generalized) Ohm’s law J ¼ rEþJe (where r is
the electric conductivity).

The magnetic permeability l is assumed to be a symmet-
ric matrix, uniformly positive definite in X, with entries in
L1(X). Since XI is a perfect insulator, we require that
rjXI
� 0; moreover, as XC is a non-homogeneous non-iso-

tropic conductor, rjXC
is assumed to be a symmetric matrix,
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uniformly positive definite in XC, with entries in L1(XC).
Moreover, the dielectric coefficient eI, which enters the
problem when one has to determine the electric field in
XI, is assumed to be a symmetric matrix, uniformly positive
definite in XI, with entries in L1(XI). Finally, the applied
current density Je is not assumed to vanish in XC, so that
also the skin effect in current driven massive conductors
can be modelled.

Concerning the boundary condition, we will consider in
the magnetic boundary value problem, modelling a cavity
within an infinitely permeable iron: namely, H · n, repre-
senting the tangential component of the magnetic field, is
assumed to vanish on oX. The case of the electric boundary
value problem, in which E · n, representing the tangential
component of the electric field, is assumed to vanish on
oX, can be treated following a similar approach, but in
the sequel we will not dwell on it (its general description
can be found, e.g., in [4]).

We will make the following assumptions on the geo-
metry of X:

either oX 2 C1;1; or else X is a Lipschitz polyhedron;

the same assumption holds for XC and XI:

ðH1Þ

As a consequence, it can be proved (see e.g.,
[16,21,5,15,18]) that the space of harmonic vector fields

HlI
ðoX; CÞ :¼ fvI 2 ðL2ðXIÞÞ3jcurl vI ¼ 0; divðlIvIÞ ¼ 0;

vI � n ¼ 0 on oX; lIvI � nI ¼ 0 on Cg

has a finite dimension, larger than poX, say poX + nC, and
that the space of harmonic vector fields

HeI
ðC; oXÞ :¼ fvI 2 ðL2ðXIÞÞ3jcurl vI ¼ 0; divðeIvIÞ ¼ 0;

vI � nI ¼ 0 on C; eIvI � n ¼ 0 on oXg

has a finite dimension, larger than pC � 1, say pC � 1 + noX.
Moreover

there exist nC \cuts" Nl;which are the interior of

two-dimensional; mutually disjoint; compact and

connected Lipschitz manifolds Nl with boundary oNl;

such that Nl � XI and oNl � C; and such that in the

open set cXI :¼ XI n [lNl; assumed to be connected;

every curl-free vector field with vanishing tangential

component on oX has a global potential; ð1:1Þ

there exist noX \cuts" Rk; which are the interior of

two-dimensional; mutually disjoint; compact and

connected Lipschitz manifolds Rk with boundary oRk;

such that Rk � XI and oRk � oX; and such that in the

open set fXI :¼ XI n [kRk; assumed to be connected;

every curl-free vector field with vanishing tangential

component on C has a global potential: ð1:2Þ

In particular, nC is the number of singular (or non-bound-

ing) cycles in XI of first type, namely those cycles on C that
cannot be represented as oSnc, S being a surface contained
in XI and c a cycle, possibly empty, contained in oX. Sim-
ilarly, noX is the number of singular cycles in XI of second
type, namely, those cycles on oX that cannot be represented
as oSnc, S being a surface contained in XI and c a cycle,
possibly empty, contained in C.

Let us assume that the current density Je 2 (L2(X))3

satisfies the (necessary) conditions

divJe;I ¼ 0 in XI; Je;I � n ¼ 0 on oX;Z
Cj

Je;I � nI ¼ 0 8j ¼ 1; . . . ; pC � 1;Z
XI

Je;I � pk;I ¼ 0 8k ¼ 1; . . . ; noX;

ðH2Þ

where pk,I are basis functions of the space HeI
ðC; oXÞ that

are not gradients. As it will be shown in Section 4, condi-
tion (H2)3 is equivalent to setting the total applied current
through Rk to zero. This is necessary in view of Ampère
law, since H · n vanishes on oX, hence on oRk.

(For the ease of the reader, in (H2) and in the sequel we
are always denoting the duality pairings as surface inte-
grals; see [8,13,17] for more details on these aspects related
to functional analysis and to linear spaces of functions.)

In [4] it has been proved that the complete system of
equations describing the eddy-current problem in terms
of the magnetic field H and the electric field EC is:

curl EC þ ixlCHC ¼ 0 in XC;

curl HC � rEC ¼ Je;C in XC;

curl HI ¼ Je;I in XI;

divðlIHIÞ ¼ 0 in XI;Z
ðoXÞt

lIHI � n ¼ 0 8t ¼ 1; . . . ; poX;Z
XI

ixlIHI � ql;I þ
Z

C
ðEC � nCÞ � ql;I ¼ 0 8l ¼ 1; . . . ; nC;

HI � n ¼ 0 on oX;

lIHI � nI þ lCHC � nC ¼ 0 on C;

HI � nI þHC � nC ¼ 0 on C;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð1:3Þ

where nC = �nI is the unit outward normal vector on
oXC = C, we have set EC :¼ EjXC

(and similarly for XI

and any other restriction of function), and ql,I are the basis
functions of the space of harmonic fields HlI

ðoX; CÞ that
are not gradients. The non-local condition (1.3)6 is needed
to ensure that the Faraday law is satisfied on the cutting
surfaces Nl (see [4,3]). In particular, in [4] it has been proved
that, under the assumptions (H1)–(H2), problem (1.3) has a
unique solution.

In the following, we are going to consider problem (1.3)
in terms of the Coulomb gauged vector potential formula-
tion. We will prove that this formulation is well-posed,
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